The feasibility of produc'ng. collecting and cooling p's at a rate > 3.10 s-is demonstrated. This implies a filling time of -12 hours to reach a luminosity of 1032cm-2s1 in the collider.
12 hours to reach a luminosity of 1032cm-2s1 in the collider.
Considerations of Collider Parameters
We consider a 20 TeV pp collider operating with bunched beams and zero crossing angle. Bunched beams are preferred because this eliminates the need for exceedingly small emittances, or conversely very large numbers of p's, and because at least for high magnetic fields (_ 10T) the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation must be compensated. The 
Stochastic Cooling Systems
The most critical of all the cooling systems used in the outlined p-source are the transverse system in the debuncher and the stochastic stacking system in the accumulator. Furthermore, high demands on band 'dth are made by any system contemplated to cool > 10'r 's in booster 2, if this should be desired.
We examine briefly some of the characteristics of these systems.
For cooling systems with sufficiently linear electrodes transverse cooling is well described by: A certain R and D effort is certainly required to design the electrodes, and the lattice design of the debuncher must take into account that the PU and K arrays (each > 10 m long) must be broken up into sub-arrays of only a few m length, located in fairly low a sections in order to keep their apertures small enough for the envisaged frequency band.
The transverse cooling systems required to cool from 3 pm to 1 pm (i.e. -10 pm normalized) will be located in the accumulator and are expected to be substantially more modest in terms of power requirements and length of PU and K arrays.
A stochastic stacking system similar to that of the CERN-AA-ring5) or the FNAL p-source will be used to achieve the required longitudinal phase space compression. In order to handle the flux of 3.108s-l a frequency band of 4-8 GHz is necessary but periodic filters will not be needed because the modest PmaxlNmin ratio considerably reduces the thermal noise problem. The system will therefore consist simply of Z-PU's placed in a region of high dispersion, an amplifier chain,and kickers in straight sections with dispersion ap = 0. The system will again, as in the AA-ring or the FNAL 5-source, consist of several subsystems of which we shall briefly discuss only the most complex and massive, the "stack tail" system.
Approximate system parameters can be derived analytically for a steady state and some allowance for the fact that G will not be purely real. With these values for n and E we can accommodate 6.25 e-foldings of the density P(x) without Schottky band overlap at the top harmonic and the actually required 5 .8 e-foldings will be achieved 2027 in a stack of < 120 MeV or Ap/p = 1.2% width. Some important system parameters as derived from (9) and (8) are summarized in Table II . Systems operating in the 4-8 GHz band are necessary, a technology which goes beyond the 2-4 GHz systems presently under development, but appears within reach with a moderate R and D effort. Stochastic cooling in the 8-16 GHz range holds the promise of small transverse emittance (< 1 pm normalized), allowing even shorter filling times or the use of lower field, larger circumference colliders, should such devices prove more cost-effective.
